
Why Using Blockchain?

A quick guide on the advantage of using Blockchain...



What is Blockchain



History

● 1991: Description of the first work on a cryptographically secured chain of blocks 

● 2008: The first blockchain was conceptualized by a person (or group of people) known as Satoshi 

Nakamoto. The project is called “BitCoin”, and considered as the Blockchain 1.0.

● 2013: Vitalik Buterin describe Ethereum, considered the Blockchain 2.0.



What is it?

● A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography.

● Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and a transaction 

data (generally represented as a merkle tree root hash).

● By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of the data.







What are the advantages of 
Blockchain?



1- No single point of failure

Blockchain relies on top of a network of computer, not 1 single computer.

the software cannot be shut down.

 Even if you take out the plug of the server, the system will still be running.

 This will make sure for your customer that they will never lose their transaction record, ever.



2- unhackable

in the case of a centralized system, if a hacker hack the server can has access to everything and therefore 

he can do whatever he wants.

With Blockchain, the hacker has to hack at least 51% of the  computer on the blockchain to do harm at 

the same time (very unlikely)



3- Trust

with blockchain, everyone has a encrypted copy of all transactions from everyone in the network

therefore they don't have to trust one company to make sure of the exactitude of the data.



4 - Immutability / audit trail

When you write data to a blockchain, it’s like etching the data into stone.

Once it is written in the blockchain, it can never be deleted or modified



Without Blockchain

No system are integrated between themselves

The trust relys that each parties believe that the 

other party does not lie



With Blockchain

Every Stakeholder has access to the same records 

of everyone



Which Blockchain should I use?





Not one blockchain, but several...

● Bitcoin: the first blockchain technology used as a cryptocurrency

● IPFS (InterPlanetary File System): to store big files on a decentralized system

● BigChainDB: for a fast and queriable database / blockchain

● Ethereum: the blockchain for Smart Contract and business logic store in algorithm

● Hyperledger: enterprise grade and permission based blockchain

● Ripple: to send money around the world using Blockchain

● HyperLedger Fabric: Supply chain transparency

● IOTA: Machine to machine payments

● Lisk: to build blockchain application 



Question?

Michael Fabing

mfabing@novusteck.com

http://novusteck.com 
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